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Raise 3D Enhances the Baby Bottle 
Giant Hegen to Lead the Industry 

 

 

Founded in 2015, Hegen, a national-level baby bottle brand in Singapore, caused a sensation as soon 

as it was launched. With the multi-functional nursing program of "pumping, storage, feeding" and a 

number of design awards, it has become a world-renowned mother and baby brand. 

Hegen's most pressing need is to shorten the design-to-verification time while maintaining the accuracy 

and smoothness of the model. The Raise3D E2 printer can adapt to suitable materials, print high-

precision models, which greatly shorten the design-to-verification cycle. More than that, the Raise3D E2 

printer can print more flexible and complex materials such as nylon and TPU. 

 

 

 

Industry: Baby Bottle Products 

Engaged in production activities: production of 

baby bottles, and other baby feeding accessories 

Model used: Raise3D E2 

Purpose: Prototyping 

User: Hegen 

Material used:  

Hegen uses PPSU-like thermoplastic filaments for 

testing. Hegen is currently studying the properties of 

“Polymax”, a well-functioning material that is very 

close to the tested injection molding material.  

E2 printer can print a variety of filaments up to 

300°C, such as PC, TPU, ABS, etc. 

 

 

Raise3D Case Study 
https://www.raise3d.com/case/raise-3d-enhances-the-baby-bottle-giant-hegen-to-lead-the-industry 

Hegen Pte. Ltd. 

https://www.raise3d.com/e2/
https://www.raise3d.com/e2/
https://www.raise3d.com/e2/
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Raise3D E2 printer can maintain industrial-grade high printing accuracy. E2 printer can easily print 

complex geometries, even the threads on baby bottles. Models printed on the E2 printers guarantee 

tight surfaces, smooth joints and no rough edges, fully meeting the high design standards of baby 

bottles. The higher printing efficiency and batch printing of the E2 printer can meet the needs of 

Hegen. Hegen's R&D lab in Singapore could not accommodate a large 3D printer, so they turned to 

the industrial-grade printer E2 printer to help establish a small 3D printing factory. 

 
 

 

⚫ High precision of the E2 printer makes it easy to print 

complex geometries, even threads on baby bottles.  

⚫ Independent dual extruders (IDEX) are inbuilt on E2 

printer with capable of performing Mirror Mode and 

Duplication Mode. One E2 printer can produce 6-8 

baby bottle cap models during one print task. 

Hegen’s R&D lab, producing at least 10-20 samples 

per week. 

⚫ Raise3D E2 printer, a good partner for engineers. 

The desktop size, a HEPA air filter is suitable for any 

office scene. 

⚫ The cloud-based RaiseCloud management platform 

makes it possible for Hegen to build a global printing 

factory across regions. 

 

 

 
 
Do you have a great 3D printing success story and think it would be cool to be featured on www.raise3d.com, we would 
love to learn more! Write to us at inquiry@raise3d.com 
 
For more information about Raise3D printers and services, browse our website, or schedule a demo with one of our 3D 
printing experts. 
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